Appropriate Jewelry Includes Cufflinks With Matching Tie Bar

Part of the know how of dressing right is having an adequate number of cuff link and tie bar sets or supply of beads or formal. You wouldn't, for example, wear mother-of-pearl links with a sports outfit any more than you would wear leather links with your tuxedo.

In this fall, the selection of monochromatic jewelry and beads is not only the most extensive in many years, but the most interesting.

THE JEWELRY, for example, is highlighted by cuff links and tie bars that are slightly smaller in style, and are offered with some obviously delicate designs. In general, there are designs to pleat all tastes—simple modern concepts and reproductions of antique as well as the classic models that have become traditional.

Both silver and gold are used to make handsome jewelry that includes rings, pendants, necklaces, and a host of others. Gold-colored links are offered, too. These给 reversable links that can be carried as a second design on their reverse side.

IN THE SETS of links and tie bars, there are exact repeats of the link in the bars as well as re-dressed reproductions for the tie holders. Pin-through tie tacks are also very popular.

The leather craftsmen have gone all out in their array of leather and designs. Fastened by new and unusual buckles as well as by the classic bar-type, these belts are highly priced.

Knitted Shirts, Button-collars Good Sportswear

Look what has happened to the sports shirt. Here are found reproductions of authentic regimental stripes, magnified flecked-type patterns, and chalico-type motifs, and stripes with widening and diminishing stripes on grounds of harmonizing shades.

There are also rare booties for belt ties, always a favorite for active sportswear but now particularly for autumn gulf. These knits have taken on a decorative as well as functional value and are worn as handsome as they are practical. In addition to the traditional pullover models, the knits are made in such styles as new sweater-type shirts.

"TV" FANS will find enough fashion-collage styles to satisfy even their appetites for such models. Many of these are in classic formats, bold glimmer-patterned plaids, strong solid shades, gray, humanitarian checks and traditional stripes.

From this rundown, it's easy to see that you can pull that "exclusive look" with a pick of new shirts.

It's in the Bag...

...this budding romance between type-changer beginners, who display the latest fashions on their own, and, of course, their homes and presents, is carried in high-style cases. Among them is an unusual pocket for carrying scissors, and his sporty two-tone leather. Plenty of room in both for books, pencil, crayons and what have you.

Wool Fabrics Lead In Slacks Field

Woolen fabrics lead in the slacks field. These are followed by blends of wool with rayon, silk or worsted, and rayon. Top color choices include medium and dark brown, sometimes featured in patterns featuring subdued stripes.

Flannel, gabardine, and worsted are all in slacks. There is also a choice in slacks pockets. The standard type is a favorite for most men, but others vary from a slight slant to extreme. The cutters made with the front also pockets are associated with Western pants and riding breeches.
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